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In this paper, the (5, 5) capped carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in contact with different lengths of sp
monoatomic chains grown on the surface of graphite substrate are fabricated and its electronic

transport properties sandwiched between CNT and graphite electrodes are investigated. The

first-principles calculations based on nonequilibrium Green’s function in combination with

density-functional theory show that their rectifying performance and negative differential

resistance behavior are observed under very low biases and obviously are enhanced when

the length increases. From our analysis, the charge transfer, transmission spectra, projected

density of states and evolutions of molecular orbitals are responsible for these phenomena. VC 2014
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4861623]

Carbon-based materials with unique physical and elec-

tronic properties offer significant potential for innovation in

the post-silicon era and have attracted considerable research

attentions.1–4

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)3 whose variational electronic

properties originate in the two-dimensional band structures5

or density of states (DOS)6 of graphite have promising appli-

cations in molecular electronics. The cap states, known as

the states of ends structures of closed CNTs, also have local

density of states sensitive to the topological configurations

and confinement degree at the ends.7,8 As metallic electro-

des, the CNTs—Chains,9–11 CNT—C60,12 CNTs—(CH)n,13

CNT—CNT,14,15 CNTs—benzene,16 and CNT—armchair

graphene nanoribbon (AGNR)17 junctions have been exam-

ined theoretically and experimentally. These junctions can

offer new ways to fabricate resonant tunneling all-carbon-

based transport.

Large area of monocrystalline graphitic films and a few

layers of graphite (FLG) films can be fabricated on certain

substrates18 that have been proved to be two-dimensional

semi-metal and high mobility.4 Their work function, which

is close to metal19 and sensitive to layers,20 depends upon

doping,21 electric field,4 and metal contact,22 etc. The self-

assembled carbon chains23,24 on graphite-based materials

also show stable and potential applications in molecular

magnetic devices.

Carbon monatomic chains1,2 have been thoroughly

explored in the past due to their prominent one-dimensional

structures and electronic properties. The polyyne, polyolefin,

and polyalkane, corresponding to three possible hybridization

states (sp, sp2, and sp3), function as important components of

molecular devices.25,26 Interestingly, the coexistence of sp–sp2

(sp–sp3, sp2–sp3) hybridization17,27,28 leads to more complex

carbon-based nanostructures.

This work presents our study on the electronic transport

properties of all-carbon-based electronic circuits with the

(5, 5) capped CNT in contacts with different lengths of sp
monoatomic chains grown on the surface of graphite. We

treat the CNT and multilayers graphene as metallic electro-

des. The calculations are conducted using density-functional

theory (DFT) plus within the non-equilibrium Green’s func-

tion (NEGF) approach.25–27 The rectifying performance and

negative differential resistance (NDR) behaviors can be

observed under very low biases and are enhanced when the

length increases.

For calculations of electronic structures and transport

properties, the system is divided into three areas: the CNT

electrode (CNTE), central scattering area, and multilayer

graphite electrode. For the graphite electrode, the A-A

stacking28 is chosen and the interlayer distance is optimized

to about 3.30 Å, close to the literature of 3.40 Å.29 Local den-

sity approximation (LDA) is used as the exchange-

correlation function. In the calculation, norm-conserving

pseudopotentials are employed to represent the atomic core

and single f plus polarization basis sets to expand the va-

lence states of electrons. These basis sets are proved suitable

for carbon-based systems.10,12 The geometries of the systems

are optimized, without cell constraint, until all residual

forces on each atom are smaller than 0.02 eV/Å. For quan-

tum transport, we use a state-of-the-art first principles tech-

nique, where real space DFT is carried out within the NEGF

formalism. The basic idea of the NEGF-DFT formalism is to

calculate device Hamiltonian and electronic structure using

DFT, to handle the nonequilibrium quantum transport condi-

tions using NEGF, and to consider the open device boundary

conditions using real space numerical procedure. The case

where the CNT (Graphite) electrode is cathode (anode) is

defined as the application of a positive (negative) bias.

The atomic transport a system in this study (Fig. 1) is

composed of a carbon chain sandwiched between multilayer

graphite and CNT electrodes. The carbon chains consist of 4,

6, 8, and 10 atoms and with increasing number of atoms;
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they are referred to as C4–C10 junctions. After the structure

is optimized, the A-A stacked between the surface and elec-

trode is changed to A-B stacked28 from C6 to C10 junctions.

The bond lengths (color black, in unit of Å) of C4–C10

chains are presented, as shown in Figs. 1(a)–1(d). After opti-

mization, the carbon chains sandwiched between CNT and

graphite electrodes acquire a slightly bent geometry which

can affect the ballistic conductance and have a higher resist-

ance than straight chains. Lengths of bonds of chain-CNT

electrode are shorter than those of chain-graphite electrode,

indicating that carbon chains have stronger hybridization and

delocalization with the cap of CNT electrode. From our cal-

culations, the carbon chains bind covalently to the top of a

carbon atom of contact graphite electrode via an sp-sp3

hybridization which can be qualitatively assigned to alternat-

ing single and triple bonds and presents obvious polyyne

properties in the ground states.

The I-V characteristics and rectifying performance of

our junctions are presented in Fig. 2. As can be seen, the cur-

rents in C4 junctions are stronger than other models when

the bias voltage is higher (lower) than 0.3 (�0.3) V. For our

models, the junctions present very low bias rectifying per-

formance (in voltage of 0.1 V) and the rectification ratio

increases with the length of chains. Interestingly, the junc-

tions exhibit NDR behavior with dips in voltages between

0.1 and 0.3 V and the PTV (peak to valley) ratio also

increases with the length of chains.

To find the physical origin of the rectifying performance

and NDR behaviors, we first calculated the transmission coef-

ficients T(E) (Fig. 3) of the four models. The T(E) value indi-

cates the probability of transmitting an electron injected in the

first electrode to the second electrode and the degree of deloc-

alization of molecular orbital and hybridization of wave func-

tions in the scattering area. Simultaneously, according to

Landauer-B€uittiker formula I ¼ ð2e=hÞ
Ð V=2

�V=2
TðE;VÞdE, the

current passing through a device or system depends on inte-

gration of transmission coefficients within the bias windows

(�V/2 to V/2). For our models, the main contributing resonant

peak is the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO).

Compared with C4 junction, the HOMO resonant peaks of C8

and C10 junctions are strengthened although that of C6 junc-

tion is depressed a little. Calculated results of M€ulliken charge

distribution show the end carbon atoms are electron-donating

and the other atoms are electron-accepting in the chains,

FIG. 1. Model geometry for DFT calculations consisting of monoatomic

chains (color gray) bridging capped (5, 5) carbon nanotube and multilayer

graphite electrodes. After the structure is optimized, bond lengths are (color

black) (a) C4; (b) C6; (c) C8; and (d) C10 chains (unit: Å).

FIG. 2. The (a) current-voltage charac-

teristics and (b) rectification ratios

change with bias of C4–C10 junctions.

FIG. 3. Transmission spectra of four models under various biases. The

dashed lines show the region of bias windows.
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which is similar with the results in Ref. 2. The fraction charge

transferred from the electrodes to the chain is �0.035e (0.032e,

0.078e and 0.115e), while the two end carbon atoms in the

chain donate 0.113e (0.096e, 0.112e and 0.115e) for C4 (C6,

C8 and C10) at equilibrium state. From our calculations, the

end carbon atoms that are in contact with graphite electrode

donate a litter more charge. This indicates that the hybridization

of electrodes and chain states (especially the half-filled orbitals

on the two end carbon atoms) is strengthened as the chain

length increases, which provides a convenient transmission

channel for electron transport at low biases. In Figs. 3(a)–3(d),

the strengthened HOMO resonant peaks move to higher (lower)

energy as positive (negative) bias increases and show obvious

enhancement (destruction) from a bias of 0.0–0.1 (�0.1) V.

The area, included in the HOMO resonant peak at a bias of

0.1 V, is bigger than that at a bias of �0.1 V, which is a direct

expression of the rectifying performance of the four junctions.

The HOMO resonant peaks pass the Fermi energy to become

lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) resonant peaks

from a bias of 0.1–0.3 V and cause violent damage, which

drives NDR behaviors to come into play.

To further investigate the original nature of states, we

take the C8 and C10 junctions as examples and present their

projected density of states (PDOS) in Fig. 4. From atomic

PDOS, we can express every individual atomic PDOS

contribution to each nano-junction. With this method, we

divide the scattering area into four areas (Fig. 4): the graphite

electrode surface (“GS”), carbon chain (“Chain”), CNT cap

(“Cap”), and nanotube (CNT electrode except the cap,

“NT”). Evidently, the detailed transport behavior of this

junction results from features in the PDOS derived from the

four regions. From Figs. 4(a-1) and 4(a-2), densities of p
states on the surface of graphite electrode and chain show

obvious resonant peaks below the Fermi energy and HOMO

peaks at equilibrium state and the peaks move to lower

(higher) energies at positive (negative) biases. The HOMO

peaks are strengthened at a bias voltage of 0.0–0.1 V

and demonstrate violent destruction at a bias of 0.1

(0.0)–0.3(�0.1) V. For C10 junction, the states of surface of

graphite electrode and chain split into two peaks, the HOMO

and HOMO-1, at zero bias while the HOMO peaks are very

close to Fermi energy. These peaks shift to left (right) at the

positive (negative) biases. From a bias of 0.0–0.1 V, the

HOMO peaks are a little depressed and HOMO-1 peaks are

enhanced while they are clearly ruined at a bias of 0.1

(0.0)–0.3 (�0.1) V. The four figures (Figs. 4(a-1), 4(a-2),

4(b-1), and 4(b-2)) indicate that the device states stimulate

the states on the surface of the graphite electrode to open

more p-channels and move with the chemical potential of

graphite electrode induced by the stronger coupling. For

these two nano-junctions (as seen in Figs. 4(a-3), 4(a-4),

4(b-3), and 4(b-4)), the main contributing states of the car-

bon nanotube electrode (Cap and NT states), HOMO peaks,

move to higher (lower) energies at positive (negative) bias

and shift into (out of) the bias windows at the bias of 0.1

(�0.1) V. The HOMO and HOMO-1 peaks pass the Fermi

energy and become HOMO and LUMO peaks to contribute

to the transport at a bias of 0.3 V. The chain-graphite elec-

trode surface coupling has restrained the distortion of the

cap states under bias voltages10 while the cap states only

are responsible for the rectifying performance.

Evolutions of the related frontier orbitals in proximity of

Fermi level in our models under applied biases are also pre-

sented to illustrate the rectifying behaviors (Fig. 5). For C4

(C6) junction, the L648 (L659) is the main contributing or-

bital and it always stays inside the bias windows at positive

and negative biases, which indicates weaker rectifying per-

formance. The L663 and L664 (L667 and L668) of C8 (C10)

junction run into the bias windows at a bias of 0.1 V while

there is only L663 (L667) at �0.1 V, which indicates the

intrinsic origin of enhanced rectifying performance in com-

bination with transmission coefficients (Fig. 3).

In the calculation, the Hamiltonian energy levels are

projected onto the following three parts of the formed junc-

tions: the “GS,” carbon chain (“Chain”), and CNTE surface,

at equilibrium states. The results are presented in Fig. 6. The

LUMOs (ranging from 0.108 to 0.141 eV) and HOMOs

(ranging from �0.246 to �0.273 eV) of CNTE are located at

almost the same energy positions for all the four junctions,

which indicates that the chain states have little effect on the

states of CNT electrode at zero bias. The two degenerate lev-

els, Chain–HOMO, and –HOMO-1, move close to the Fermi

level from C4 junction (�2.171 and �2.212 eV) to C10

junction (�1.281 and �1.290 eV) that is similar to

Chain–LUMO and Chain–LUMOþ1. The GE–HOMO also

FIG. 4. Projected density of states of C8 and C10 junctions onto (a-1) and (b-

1), the “GS,” (a-2) and (b-2) chain (“chain”), (a-3) and (b-3) CNT cap (“Cap”),

and (a-4) and (b-4) “NT” states at various biases. The Fermi level is set to zero

on the energy scale. The dashed lines show the region of bias windows.
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shifts from �0.107 (C4 junction) to �0.0162 eV (C10 junc-

tion) and the GE-LUMO moves from 0.0628 (C4 junction)

to 0.397 eV (C10 junction). With the length of chain increas-

ing, the graphite electrode transfers more charges to the

chain which shortens the gap of HOMO-LUMO on the de-

vice and moves the GE-LUMO away from Fermi energy.

This change makes it easy for LUMOs (such as L664 and

L668) of C8 and C10 junctions to run into the bias windows,

which constitutes the intrinsic origin of the enhanced rectify-

ing performance.

In conclusion, we have investigated the electronic trans-

port properties of different lengths of sp monoatomic chains

sandwiched between the (5, 5) capped CNT and graphite me-

tallic electrodes. The first-principles calculations based on

nonequilibrium Green’s function together with density-

functional theory show that their rectifying performances

and NDR behaviors display obvious enhancement. From our

analysis, it was found that the NDR behaviors are carried by

resonances originating from the hybridization of graphite

electrode surface and chain states which reveal that the

movement of different levels and resonant peaks and transfer

of the extended states to localized states of frontier orbital

resonances at different bias voltages are the intrinsic origins.

The rectifying performance is mediated by asymmetric dis-

tortions of the conducting resonances and an energy mis-

alignment between cap states and hybridization states of

graphite electrode surface and chain.
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